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Introduction  

The Lead-Users Interviews Task 3.2 is part of the WP3 – Needs Analysis.  The other ones are: 

Literature review and pre-experimentation interviews.  The overall aim of Need Analysis is to 

identify the competence and pedagogical methodology gaps in the facilitation of professional 

development via video-supported collaborative learning.  

Through the study on lead users perspectives we will be able to have the necessary knowledge 

from those who are using technologies in professional pedagogical contexts, as they “foretell the 

needs and choices of the general users”.  

In the context of the ViSuAL project, the aims of this study are the acquisition of knowledge and the 

understanding of how lead users are developing and promoting collaborative learning skills and 

competences of their students and trainees, in their contexts and with which technologies, if they 

are. Then, we will be able to understand, from a specific and from each person/lead user, his/her 

point of view “what constitutes video supported collaborative learning”.  

With this study we would like to know which challenges they face on a pedagogical perspective and 

how they manage/suggest to overcome them, regarding certain kind of pedagogical uses of that 

technologies. 

This information will be needed to write the needs analysis report, a fundamental piece for the 

next step of our work – experimentations – that would be conducted in educational contexts within 

WP5.  

 

Method 
 
The method adopted to achieve the aims of this task was the individual and semi-structured 

interviews to the lead-users, previously identified and selected by the ViSuAL partners. The 

interviews were conducted in the different countries (Finland, Switzerland, Netherlands and 

Portugal) using interview guidelines, collaboratively built by all partners. Interviews were recorded 

for further analysis.  

 

Sampling 
We describe shortly the processes of lead-users selection for participating in ViSuAL project as key 

actors on the main issue of using video-supported collaborative learning in the context of 

professional practices.  Lead-users are known as the users who go in the front of innovative uses of 
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a certain technology, products and/or services. The lead-users were indicated by the ViSuAL 

involved companies’ partners. 

A first step on this task was to contact and get collaboration from companies in order to identify 

lead-users of their products and services. A short survey was carried out in order to collect 

information about lead-users from companies and suggestions for the interviews guidelines.  

The process of inquiry started with a short survey to the contact person of ViSuAL companies 

members in order to locate the lead-users of their products and technologies, aiming to know and 

to understand the companies’ expectations and the relationship with their lead-users and also to 

prepare and organize further contacts.  

A second phase of this process was done by using dialogue and collaboration between researchers 

and companies’ representatives of all ViSuAL partners.  

Ethical considerations were also taken into account. Interviewees were informed about the aims 

and framework of the interviews and also the confidentiality of their names and other personal 

data. Permission to save the interview in video and/or audio formats was also requested to the 

interviewees. 

A total of 7 interviewees from 6 partners were selected by partners, as follow: 
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Table 1 - Interviewees characteristics 

Companies Interviewee Interviewer Gender Number of years on 
using technology / 
video specifically 

Job /professional situation  

Edvisto E1 U. Tartu  F 7 (video tech) 
2 (Edvisto) 

Teacher: secondary, college and 
university  

 

Flowbox E2 JAMK M 1 (Flowbox platform)  Manager of training services 

Flowbox E3 JAMK M  6 (for video) 
½ year (Flowbox 

platform)  

ICT and media teacher at the VET 
college 

SFIVET E 4 SFIVET F 6 (ivideo) Fashion design teacher 

SFIVET E 5 SFIVET M  10  Head/Teacher Psychiatric Nursery  

SFIVET E6 SFIVET F 7 (video raw) 
2 (ivideo) 

Teacher/Instructor Nurse  

Bloco 
Gráfico 

E7 UEVORA M 7 Teacher: kindergarten and primary 
schools  

 

Instrumentation  
The guide for interviews was based on the work of Churchill, von Hippel & Sonnack (2009) and it 

followed some of the authors’ main ideas and principles concerning the interviewing methods for 

lead-user project teams.  

The authors sustained that “the basic interviewing approach used by lead-user project teams falls 

within the general category of “information” interviewing (p. 93) and “the type of interviews to 

lead-users should be semi-structured interviewing - which means that team members cannot rely on 

a script of completely “canned” questions” (p.94).  

Also relevant for this work is that the author underlines the need to create a general interview 

guide because  

“(…) that includes important points to cover at the start of each interview and a few general questions 

on the important topics that should be explored with various types of experts and lead users. 

We want to again underscore that this general guide is not intended as a “script” that should be 

rigidly followed in every interview. The purpose of the team guide is to provide members with a 

model for designing their own questions and opening remarks” (p.98).  

 This general interview guide was adapted from the cited work and had only 3 parts (we merged 

one of the parts):  

1) opening remarks;  

2) general questions; 
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3) focusing the questions.  

The main idea is that a careful preparation should be scheduled for the lead-users interviews, 

including, collecting contextual and background information and a brief scientific and pedagogical 

literature review on specific uses of the technology. For the interview moment, all the materials 

and record technology should had been tested before the interview. 

The questions should be flexible enough to follow the line of the dialogue and conversation 

between interviewers and interviewees and can follow the previously signed points. Companies 

have collaborated in the elaboration of the survey and gave suggestions for the lead-users 

interview guidelines. 

According to Churchill, von Hippel & Sonnack (2009) “the first few minutes set the tone of the whole 

discussion and may determine whether the person will agree to participate in a full interview”. (p. 

98) “Plan brief and concise opening remarks”, underline the authors.  

The Interviewing questions for the lead-users are as follows. 

 

Opening remarks 

The opening remarks can consider the following items:  

a) purpose of the interview;  

b) institutional affiliation;  

c) why was the person selected for an interview;  

d) amount of time being requested.  

This can be concise as much as possible.  

General questions 

1. How long have you been using video in your teaching practices? 

2. What made you start using them? What were you looking for? 

3. Which video-technologies for supporting learning do you use in your professional 

contexts? (experiences, motivations on using digital resources and tools) 

4. What kind of training on using these video-technologies have you got/did you participated 

in? 

Focusing Questions 

1. What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students with this technology? For 

example: instructional and/or collaborative approaches?  

2. Is there a pedagogical gap on what you do and what you would like to do with this 

technology? What are the pedagogical needs and problems that should be overcome to 

close that gap?  
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3. Does the video technology you have used enhance collaboration?  If yes, please give 

examples. If not, what needs to be done? (Do you think the problem lays on technology or 

is it more related to teachers’ competence?)  

4. What can be done in terms of improving the competence of teachers? Ideas. 

5. Any ideas for companies regarding technology development in terms of giving more 

support for collaboration among students? 

 

Data collection and preparation for analysis 
Interviews were conducted by researchers from each partner either in presence (when possible) or 

by videoconference systems.  Interviewees were able to choose in what language they prefered to 

be interviewed. Some chose their mother tongue and others chose to speak in English.  

Interviewers could also take paper-based notes to report the main results of the interview.  

As a complementary method of collecting data and information, interviewers were invited to write 

down all the questions asked and take notes as appropriate.  

The content of the interviews to the lead-users was recorded in video or audio format. Complete 

video and audio records were made available for all researchers.  

A selective approach for writing transcriptions was discussed between researchers. The criteria to 

be used for the selection of information from the individual interviews was discussed, so that only 

relevant information (complete and direct answers) to the questions of the study were transcribed 

to the paper-based support.  

The information provided by the respondents that did not respect the above-mentioned criteria 

was not transcribed (did not answered the question). However, audio and video recordings 

remained available to researchers.  

Also, the messages provided by interviewees who did not correspond to an answer of any of the 

questions were not considered for analysis, but still remained available to researchers. 

Each interviewer was responsible for transcribing and writing down the interview summary in 

English language.  

 

 

 

Data analysis procedures  
 

A preliminary and first order analysis (descriptive) was done by selecting the relevant information 

and organizing it in a table format, by interviewee. (Appendix A)  
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A second order analysis (interpretative) was made by answering the questions that guided the 

interviews and by interpreting the results, by questions, taking into consideration the aim of 

lead-users interviews in the ViSuAL framework. 

We organized and divided the analysis of the interview material, regarding two groups of 

questions: those who were designed to know the general characteristics of the lead-users (general 

questions) and those questions focused on the specific issues regarding pedagogical issues related 

with video-supported collaborative learning.  

The unit of analysis was defined as all the phrases spoken by the interviewees, complete and 

meaningful that answered the questions posed to the interviewees. 

 

Results 
We shortly present the results obtained by the interviews of the lead-users. 

Answers to general questions from invited lead-users interviewees  

In this layer of analysis, we looked for identifying our interviewees:  Who are the invited 

lead-users? What are their experiences on using video technologies? How did they get training on 

using video technologies? What are their main pedagogical perspectives?  

We’ve selected the relevant information from each interview and summarized it in the table. 
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Table 2 - Answers to general questions by interviewee 

Interviewee Answers to general questions from invited lead-users interviewees  

E1 E1 is an experienced teacher, first in secondary and later in higher education context (7 years using video technologies and 2 years using Edvist
several video tools with students. She had workshop training from Edvisto but mostly is self-taught. Using Edvisto for motivate students and fo
“encourage students to experiment with creating video content and publishing online/streaming and for Movie creation and editing and upload
features:  “Not the collaborative feature with other EdVisto users as there isn’t really any good instructional content from academics”. 

E2 E2 is a experienced user and manager of video technologies mainly for professional training. He uses several kinds of video technologies for co
production studio for creating video materials. The choice of video technology platform of Flowbox “We needed a platform in where to share o
created a kind of ‘Netflix’ service for our customers on Flowbox.” Training workshops were provided by Flowbox to the staff training of the com
such as, their materials are uploaded on the Flowbox environment. “ 

E3 E3 is an experienced ICT media teacher.  Evidences of his experience includes 6 years using video platforms, such Adobe Connect and Skype, bu
chosen because “It was the best suited for us as the license is not based on the number of users rather it depends on the amount we use. For ex
but they might use it only for two hours. We need to able to add the users as we need.” Training is a central concept for E3.  He has participated
“We have had a lot of training on digital teaching, our training has been offered through ILONA IT-company, mainly in using Apple products. We
The problem is that the persons who already know how to use digital environments generally participate in the training, not those who would n

E 4 E4 is a fashion design teacher and an experienced user of video technologies: 6 years using video technologies and 5 years using ivideo with he
potentialities “I like challenges and innovation and I like the immediacy that videos provide in bringing the profession in the classroom, especial
hard to imagine, but easy to understand with videos. (...) iVideo, on top of the typical video affordances, allows me to insert more focused-mate
students.” She is self-taught but also received training from SFVET on using iVideo.  

E 5 E5 is experienced user of video technology in his field of teaching. Evidences reveal 10 years of using video because video alone was not enoug
You cannot bring the profession in the classroom, but can bring a video with extra material in the classroom, to integrate it in a variety of tools 
iVideo because “The concept of active learning, opposed to the top-bottom teaching, found in the use of video the perfect environment.” 
He got iVideo training (use of camera, mics, and pedagogical design) and how to assess the learning gains with iVideo. “Students learning gains
constant monitoring of the teaching activity as well”, he claims. 

E6 E6 is a professional on VET educational system where she is a Nurse Instructor.  She introduces video technologies because she needed “to dive
needed to motivate the students to stay focused and engaged.” Than]” I made videos with iVideo in the past have been using them up until tod
iVideo platform I have used videos made by other professionals to support my teaching.” She got training “by SFIVET last years as an intro to th
 

E7 E7 is a teacher in elementary education system. He is an experienced user and creator of video materials into the classroom. Evidences provide
creation and edition of video.  “I am self-taught and I have learned a lot for myself and with the support of YouTube tutorials”, he said.  E7 is a t
transmit knowledge and contents. Currently, the goal is to get students to create videos for each other, as the final product of their projects. I us
things, like Chroma key, I use OpenShot. (...) “Learning is no longer on the video itself and began to be a process of knowledge construction.” 
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Through the interviews lead-users revealed a quite number of years on using different types of 

technologies for personal and professional uses. All of the lead-users also reported experiences on 

using video for educational purposes, especially in more recent years.  

Although interviewees are lead-users in specific educational technologies, we can infer from their 

words that they acquired technological and pedagogical competencies that allow them to explore 

the video technologies affordances related with collaborative learning.  

We refer some examples of the competencies - either technological and pedagogical - we found in 

their testimonies. 

Interviewee E1 referred several abilities as “to creating, editing and using video”, “exploring video 

platforms to work with students”,  ”storage educational materials” and also the abilities for helping 

“students to create video, uploading and collaborate within the platform environment”.  In the 

case of E2 we can see that the abilities mentioned in the interview are more general and refer to 

teacher training on using video materials.  

Next interviewers are more specific on identifying competencies needed in the use of video for 

collaborative learning. E4 says that it is needed the ability to “integrate video in a variety of tools 

that encompasses a didactic scenario” and E5 refers the need to know how to use video cameras, 

mics, but also, E5 underline, the pedagogical design that will be used.  

E6 refers the creation of videos and E7 refers also creation and video edition but also the abilities 

needed to help students to create their own videos, through collaborative learning and changing 

the educational paradigm: from the product to the processes of creation, sharing and collaborating.  

Answers to focused questions and answers from invited lead-users interviewees  

The questions asked to interviewees were focused on the relevant issues for the aims of the task. 

Questions were as follows:  

1. What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students with this technology? For 

example: instructional and/or collaborative approaches?  

2. Is there a pedagogical gap between what you do and what you would like to do with this 

technology? What are the pedagogical needs and problems that should be overcome to 

close that gap?  

3. How do you use video in collaborative learning settings? Or are you not using it for CL?  

4. What can be done in terms of improving the competence of teachers? Ideas.  

5. Any ideas for companies regarding technology development in terms of giving more 

support for collaboration among students?  
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Next table contains the interviewees’ answers to each question and was created in order to find 

patterns and similarities in their discourse.  
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Table 3 - What kind of pedagogical work can you  do with your students with this technology? 

Interviewee What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students with this technology?  

E1 E1 is quite clear on this question: “I now use IBL (inquiry-based learning methods) with the majority of my teaching, but sometimes still will u
collaborative projects. I would like to create more instructional content, but the sharing feature for exporting out of EdVisto is limited (public 
but the EdVisto viewing platform is not great and can put viewers off).” 

E2 E2 refers to the needs of their customers and underline “We wanted to offer 24/7 opportunities for our customers to study the topic they are
includes all the materials needed. Flowbox offers online testing application that we will use. In addition, to telling the participant how well th
suggestions on which areas the participant should still focus on. “The pedagogical needs and problems of this solution was also streed by E2 
online training (...) Additional work is needed also to keep up the motivation during the training. Customers have mainly asked questions rela

E3 E3 refers to pedagogical approaches related to the use of video, as “recorded teaching sessions can be viewed many times. I have added vide
tool for learning in the field of agriculture. The game is called ‘Digi cow’.  I have not yet found in Flowbox any other tools that could support c
environments is only wanted by a small number of teachers (it’s marginal). I can’t see that every ‘common’ teacher would like to use interact
problem for teachers is that the technology is not ready or in place where they teach. (...) We would need classrooms that are equipped for o
conduct and record their sessions. ” 

E 4 E4 is a innovative teacher and underline her approach to teaching and learning: “the modality of learning-by-design is my favourite. I think it
learning goals, and all of this while giving tech competencies that will be useful in the long run. The teacher work as a facilitator in the proces
classroom enhances collaboration, both among students and teachers. Learning-by-design, creation of a shared meaning.” However, she adv
can be used and reused in a variety of pedagogical scenarios. I use video based on how I know my students, their strengths/weaknesses, and 
very effective.” The main problems come from teacher resistances: “Teachers are however, more resistant than students when it comes to re
“Teachers proves to be more resistant than students in the use of video, and that is due to vulnerability derived from being filmed, the idea th
making is time-consuming. Fortunately, iVideo allows you to keep your videos private or sharable with a selected group of people, and that is
in their classes.” (...)  

E 5 E5 underlines the affordances of video technologies for collaborative learning.  “The first didactic affordance/activity I can think of, is the on
complexity. You can start with one question and this will unfold into having students to create a video from scratch, while having, as an instru
Collaboration in my discipline is crucial: nurses will work in teams once in the workplace, and the group activity you do with the peers and ins
And the video material is here to stay, and it’s a cost-effective activity, time-wise. (...)   Ivideo use also enhance technological literacy both top
simulation with an actor of authentic psychiatric scenario in the workplace.” 

E6 E6 refers to the pedagogical work he is doing with her students: ”It has been extremely useful for my students to employ videos made by the
simulations of authentic professional scenario, where I provide a script to an actor and where the students have to act naturally, as they wou
is the logistic issues, on using video technologies.  “I would personally need to practice more on making the videos interactive and provide vid
for my students. The only issue we have, is logistic by nature: I don’t have the right informatics support, not a big enough classroom nor Wi-F

E7 E7 refers to “the use of video comes embedded in the methodology of project work. 
In our school we work hard on project management. Every month a project that may involve several disciplines appears. The end product of t
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Lead-users revealed in the interviews how they are using video for teaching and for collaborative 

learning.  

Collaborative learning is a transversal approach which can be achieved by using different 

pedagogical and methodological options.  

Interviewers referred several of these options, such as inquiry-based-learning (E1), 

learning-by-design and design pedagogical scenarios (E4), active learning and collaboration and 

recorded simulations (E5), peer video recording (E6) and project-based work (E7).  

Other methodological options that can be considered one of the elements for collaborative 

learning were also referred by interviewees .Collaborative learning can be developed in 

combination with other options like sharing and discussing, collective reflections as is the case for 

some of the approaches revealed by two interviewees, as recording teaching sessions (E3) and 

online evaluation and testing (E2).  

The next table reveals how lead-users are using video for collaborative learning.  According to 

Goodsel (1992) 

“Collaborative learning is an umbrella term for a variety of educational approaches involving joint 

intellectual effort by students, or students and teachers together. Usually, students are working 

in groups of two or more, mutually searching for understanding, solutions, or meanings, or 

creating a product. Collaborative learning activities vary widely, but most centre on students’ 

exploration or application of the course material, not simply the teacher’s presentation or 

explication of it.” 
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Table 4 - How do you use video in collaborative learning settings? 

Interviewee How do you use video in collaborative learning settings? Or are you not using it for CL?  

E1 E1, when asked about “What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students using EDVisto technology? “her answer  was “ Ma
proposals are collaborative work proposals for her students and the pedagogical and methodological strategies are collaborative.  
However, she mentions some difficulties in sharing and collaborate with other users of the Edvisto platform. Later in the interview, E1 s
but the sharing feature for exporting out of EdVisto is limited (public videos using no EdVisto account are possible via a URL link, but the 
viewers off.” 

E2 When asked if using video is a way to enhance collaboration, E2 said: “Yes, it depends on the training course e.g. courses such as ‘Skills in
that are required to do collaboratively. Flowbox as an environment does not offer tools for co-operation or collaboration, but we have in
Collaborative tasks are completed elsewhere not inside the Flowbox. Flowbox offers us the platform to share our training videos and oth
clear that technology affordances do not include collaborative features.  
The option in answering the question was limited and is to include collaborative learning strategies in the content of the courses, saying
practice to learn with others).  

E3 When asked if video technology you have used enhance collaboration? the teacher answer was “The technology that supports interactio
developing. Time is needed to try and adopt it for mainstream teaching.” He doesn't say clearly that   he was not using video for collabo
students and the tools on Flowbox, he said: “Recorded teaching sessions can be viewed many times. I have added videos in Flowbox to d
learning in the field of agriculture. The game is called ‘Digi cow’.  I have not yet found in Flowbox any other tools that could support colla

E 4 When asked to describe her work with students, E4 said: “The use of video in the classroom enhances collaboration, both among studen
shared meaning.” Later in the interview she said also: “How to supporting more collaboration among students and teachers? [by the] (..
students and teachers.” Meaning:  a general idea on reporting obstacles to the use of educational technologies in the curriculum.  E4 int
processes and methods, it seems, but she feels students and teachers need more digital skills for doing that on a certain level.  

E 5 For E5 it is clear that he uses video for collaborative learning. When asked about pedagogical work with students, he said: “The first dida
collaborative learning: you have a variety of degrees of complexity. you can start with one question and this will unfold into having stude
instructor, complete control over it. And this is active learning. Collaboration in my discipline is crucial: nurses will work in teams once in 
peers and instruction, paves the way for that”.  

E6 E6 clearly uses video for collaborative learning. When asked: [ Does video technology you have used enhance collaboration?]  her answe
students are in charge of the process of creating a video from scratch, collaboratively, in small groups settings. In this context the learnin
working on their own videos at home, during their free time, and that speaks about the motivation that such tool elicits.”( …) “ Instructo
interested in using video technologies in their classes, and they seems to be scared of  ed. tech, even though they use  movies and segme
material. They should have their own students create videos and use iVideo”. 

E7 E7 refers to several activities that he considers collaborative work between students. For example: “in the contest "Tell us a story!" (Stor
Ministry of Education), which culminates in the creation of a video that tells a story, students develop the so-called soft skills. This partici
writing of the script, creation of the characters, creative writing of the text, among other aspects to consider. In this process students are
it is important to make the connections between soft skills, which students are developing, and the contents contained in the curriculum
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Lead-users interviewed referred to several teaching and learning approaches, as mentioned previously.  

When asked about how they use video in collaborative settings some of them referred to specific ways 

of working as designing and creating collaborative tasks that are embedded in the pedagogical 

approaches (E4) or referred to the processes involved in small groups, peer group or group activities (E5) 

in creating videos and students activities developed inside the processes of creating videos 

collaboratively. (E7) 

Other lead-users interviewed made reference to a more general term as “collaborative projects” (E1) 

and other referred to collaboration and collaborative learning as a subject to be taught to staff/teachers 

by their trainers (E2). 

What remains through the  analysis of the interviews is the need to consider a combination of different 

learning approaches - which are quite dependent on the educational or training context - as a potential 

way of developing collaborative learning and also that can a result of a combination inside the video 

technology  (platforms, p.e.) or outside de video technology, using other approaches student centred as 

group, peer or collective discussions, sharing ideas and materials, small group solving problems 

strategies and challenges .  

 

Table 5 - What can be done to improve the competences of teachers? 

Interviewee What can be done in terms of improving the competence of teachers? Ideas.  

E2 E2 in answer about improving teachers’ competences said: “teachers don’t want to work in online 
environments and be recorded. I think online and training and use of video technology will 
increased. I would advise everyone to take it on. Teachers’ pedagogical knowledge is the key, video 
is just one tool to offer pedagogically solid training.” 

E3 E3 in her answer said “A lot of training is already offered, but the change of attitudes takes time. 
Teachers need to realise the benefits of using video technologies in their teaching. Some teachers 
might still be afraid of using ICT or some even might think that if they video record their lessons 
they are no longer needed. Awareness of using videos should be increased. We should allow about 
5 years for the majority of teachers to adapt the use of digital environments. “  
 

E6 E6 found pedagogical gaps: the lacking of practice on making videos. She said: ”I would personally 
need to practice more on making the videos interactive and provide videos with that added value 
that makes learning engaging for my students. The only issue we have, is logistic by nature: I don’t 
have the right informatics support, not a big enough classroom nor Wi-Fi access.” 
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Table 6 - Technology development to support collaborative learning 

Interviewee Any ideas for companies regarding technology development in terms of giving more support for collaboration am

E1 E1 answer was very detailed at this point. When asked: [ How to improve Edvisto?] he said “1) Signing up process requires stude
bulk accounts is not possible yet. 2) No synchronization possibilities with other cloud accounts such as Google Drive, OneDrive et
than accessing EdVisto via a web browser on a Smartphone. This is a major issue for EdVisto as the system relies on having an in
connected is not possible. 4)EdVisto have not released any updates for a long time, so the platform now feels a bit outdated. It w
editing tools for example. 5)There is little instructional academic content on there.6) EdVisto will rarely publish new ideas on soc
be used-sharing of good practice for example.” + “ I am waiting for EdVisto to provide an updated modern looking platform and 
 When asked for potential for further use of Edvisto he said: “Yes, if EdVisto do the updates in my list above I will start using it a
advice to other teachers to use EdVisto? he said: “Yes, if they are introducing creating video, editing and uploading/sharing of c
[features]..and also :   “  1) Think carefully about the purpose of the content for the video story, as once it is uploaded the video b
will view. 2) Ensure there is suitable internet upload speed/Wi-Fi capabilities “ 

E2 When asked for [ technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration] , E2 answer was : “ Perhaps the platform 
group working are to share ideas. Although, companies typically have their own communication channels (Intra or Slack) that th
additional discussion or chat area to be used.”  

E3 When asked about technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration E3 said:  
“At least they [Flowbox] should add the possibility to use H5P features or at least indicate when it is available. We all should thi

often they are a step ahead of teachers. The student point of view is important. “ 

E 4 How to supporting more collaboration among students and teachers? [by the] (...) development of technological and digital skil

E 5 About technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration, E5 advise “the use of tutorials to make instructors m

taught during the seminar in presence. However, tutorials are not enough, without passion and personal interest towards these

E6  

E7 Regarding possible technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration, E7 refers “ The platform [Virtual School

should allow more possibilities for students to create. It should have tools that encourage student’s creation”. 
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Conclusions 
 

Lead-users within the ViSuAL project framework are experienced users of educational technologies. 

Finding out the competencies and abilities that lead-users possess and have been applying in their 

professional contexts can be useful in the discussion about which competencies should teachers 

and trainers  acquire to be able to engage in exploring pedagogically the use of this kind of video 

technologies to teach and help their students to learn through collaborative learning. The main 

conclusions, are as follows. 

 
1. Lead-users interviewees are experienced users of educational technologies and in 

particular of video technologies.  

2. Lead-users revealed diversity on describing their teaching and learning approaches related 

to collaborative learning, taking an open perspective on how teachers/trainers could help 

students to work collaboratively.  

3. Lead-users revealed that they mostly adopt a combination between pedagogical 

approaches in which they embed video-supported collaborative learning activities, 

adjusting the contents and the aims of the teaching and learning processes.  

4. Lead-users revealed they acquired and implemented a combination of two main groups of 

competencies in their respective professional contexts: 

a. Those competencies related to the technological environment and tools (such as 

recording and creating videos, using equipment and technologies for video 

recording, selecting and using software for video displaying, using software for 

video edition and sharing). 

b. Those competencies that are mainly pedagogical in nature, regarding teaching and 

learning methodologies, as inquiry-based-learning, project-based-learning, active 

learning and collaboration, learning-by-design, designing pedagogical scenarios, 

peer and small group video production, simulations and authentic scenarios 

recording, sharing and discussion and other forms of interaction, communication 

and collaboration. 

These conclusions are open to discussion on how we can use them for the study of needs analysis.  
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Appendix A 
Interviewees summary resume 
 

Company/ 
Interviewees E1 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

Edvisto 1/Tartu higher 
education 
 
Using 
video in 
teaching 
and 
learning  
video 
content 
creation 
and 
sharing 
 

“I now use IBL (inquiry-based learning methods) with the majority of my teaching, 
but sometimes still will use the old lecture-based method.”  
 
  “I have a YouTube channel for streaming content and use Apple iMovie for editing. 
I have also experimented with using EdVisto.” 
 
“I am all self-taught. Anything I need to learn is found using YouTube tutorials” 
 
How did you learn to use EdVisto: “Training workshop with EdVisto and it took only 
about one hour to learn the key features. I’m also self-taught with any of the more 
advanced features. EdVisto were always on hand to provide support if needed.” 
 
[ why to use Edvisto? “to Make more interesting learning materials for students, 
storage of learning materials” 
 
[Goals for using Edvisto with students]: “Encourage students to experiment with 
creating video content and publishing online/streaming.” 
 
Which EdVisto possibilities/tools: “Movie creation and editing and uploading of 
movie content and sharing” 
 
 [ How you use Edvisto features?] [ I do not use] “ Not the collaborative feature with 
other EdVisto users as there isn’t really any good instructional content from 
academics”. 
 
[ What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students using EDVisto 
technology? ] “Mainly collaborative projects. I would like to create more 
instructional content, but the sharing feature for exporting out of EdVisto is limited 
(public videos using no EdVisto account are possible via a URL link, but the EdVisto 
viewing platform is not great and can put viewers off).” 
 
[ How to improve Edvisto?] “1) Signing up process requires students create an 
account with their email, so creating bulk accounts is not possible yet. 2) No 
synchronization possibilities with other cloud accounts such as Google Drive, 
OneDrive etc.  3) A downloadable App on iOS or Android, rather than accessing 
EdVisto via a web browser on a SmartPhone. This is a major issue for EdVisto as the 
system relies on having an internet connection and editing content whilst not 
connected is not possible. 4)EdVisto have not released any updates for a long time, 
so the platform now feels a bit outdated. It would be good for EdVisto to add more 
advanced editing tools for example. 5)There is little instructional academic content 
on there.6) EdVisto will rarely publish new ideas on social media or their website on 
ideas how EdVisto can be used-sharing of good practice for example.” + “I am 
waiting for EdVisto to provide an updated modern looking platform and app before 
I start using it again with my classes.”  
  
[Potential for further use] “Yes if EdVisto do the updates in my list above I will start 
using it again-especially an app. 
 
[ Advice other teachers to use EdVisto?] “Yes, if they are introducing creating video, 
editing and uploading/sharing of content. It is good for teaching [have] these basics 
[features].. 
 
 [ advice for other teachers]  “  1) Think carefully about the purpose of the content 
for the video story, as once it is uploaded the video becomes redundant if it has 
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little purpose as nobody will view. 2) Ensure there is suitable internet upload 
speed/Wi-Fi capabilities “ 

 

 
 
 

Company/Intervi
ewees  
E2 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

Flowbox/JAMK 1  profession
al online 
training  
e-learning  
 

(Manager) 
[why to use Flowbox?] “We organise a lot of training for companies and we wanted 
to expand our services by offering the customers possibility to take online training. 
Flowbox appeared to be useful platform for us. We needed a platform in where to 
share our training courses for the customers for 24/7. We created a kind of ‘Netflix’ 
service for our customers on Flowbox.”  
 
[ what video technologies you use?] We have used, and still use, for example, 
Skype, Lync, Go-to-Webinar. We have a recording studio in where we will make all 
our video materials. Our concept is to produce video material that is complete and 
ready to be used in an online environment.” 
 
[How do you learn to use Flowbox?] “We had several meetings with Flowbox. Our 
customer service personnel were trained by Flowbox on how to use the platform 
effectively and safely. Trainers don’t use Flowbox platform as such as, their 
materials are uploaded on the Flowbox environment. “ 
 
[What pedagogical work and approaches?] “We wanted to offer 24/7 opportunities 
for our customers to study the topic they are interested in. Flowbox offers that. Our 
training package includes all the materials needed. Flowbox offers online testing 
application that we will use. In addition, to telling the participant how well they 
have managed on that particular part, it offers suggestions on which areas the 
participant should still focus on. “  
 
[the pedagogical needs and problems] “Additional supporting work is required 
when offering online training e.g. contacting people by emails many times to 
advertise trainings, to remind them of enrolment, to offer support with the 
technology (we offer test-user possibility before customers commit themselves to 
buy the training). We keep our training Home page up-to-date and inform 
customers of new training possibilities also through that page. Additional work is 
needed also to keep up the motivation during the training. Customers have mainly 
asked questions related to technology, not in pedagogy. For example, some wanted 
to know how the training course in Flowbox could be integrated in the company’s 
existing online platforms. “ 
 
[Video enhance collaboration?] “Yes, it depends on the training course e.g. courses 
such as  ‘Skills in team working’  or ‘Conflict situations’ have some tasks that are 
required to do collaboratively. Flowbox as an environment does not offer tools for 
co-operation or collaboration, but we have included the collaborative tasks in our 
training packages. Collaborative tasks are completed elsewhere not inside the 
Flowbox. Flowbox offers us the platform to share our training videos and other 
materials and we include the tasks in the video.” 
 
[ improving teachers’ competences] “teachers don’t want to work in online 
environments and be recorded. I think online and training and use of video 
technology will increased. I would advise everyone to take it on. Teachers’ 
pedagogical knowledge is the key, video is just one tool to offer pedagogically solid 
training.” 
 
[ technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration] “Perhaps the 
platform could have e.g. a discussion platform or group working are to share ideas. 
Although, companies typically have their own communication channels (Intra or 
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Slack) that they use regularly so they might not want an additional discussion or 
chat area to be used.  

 
 

Company/ 
Interviewees  
E3 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

Flowbox / JAMK 
2  

blended 
learning 
 
Professiona
l learning  
 
Video 
recording  

(ICT media teacher)  
[ why to use Flowbox? “We got many offers, and choose Flowbox. 
It was the best suited for us as the license is not based on the number of users 

rather it depends on the amount we use. For example, we need to have a license 

for hundreds of users, but they might use it only for two hours. We need to able to 

add the users as we need”. 

[ What video-technologies for supporting learning do you use?]  

What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students? “Recorded teaching 
sessions can be viewed many times. I have added videos in Flowbox to discover 
how gaming could be used as a tool for learning in the field of agriculture. The 
game is called ‘Digi cow’.  I have not yet found in Flowbox any other tools that 
could support collaborative learning.”  
 
[ pedagogical needs and problems] “ Interaction in digital environments is only 
wanted by a small number of teachers (it’s marginal). I can’t see that every 
‘common’ teacher would like to use interactive features in the digital environment. 
More common problem for teachers is that the technology is not ready or in place 
where they teach. In many classrooms, they need to add the microphones and 
computers and other devices before they can start. We would need classrooms that 
are equipped for online teaching, so that it would easy for teachers to conduct and 
record their sessions. The threshold to use the facilities should be low. It should be 
a package that is designed for this purpose.”  
 
[ video technology you have used enhance collaboration?] “The technology that 
supports interaction and/or collaboration is still quite young and developing. Time 
is needed to try and adopt it for mainstream teaching.” 
 
[ improving teachers competences] “A lot of training is already offered, but the 
change of attitudes takes time. Teachers need to realise the benefits of using video 
technologies in their teaching. Some teachers might still be afraid of using ICT or 
some even might think that if they video record their lessons they are no longer 
needed. Awareness of using videos should be increased. We should allow about 5 
years for the majority of teachers to adapt the use of digital environments. “  
 
[ technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration] 
“At least they should add the possibility to use H5P features or at least indicate 
when it is available. We all should think about students when creating online 
learning, often they are a step ahead of teachers. The student point of view is 
important.  

 
 
 
 
 

Company/Inte
rviewees  
E4 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

SFIVET 1/ 
iVideo 

VET 
 

PC 
[ Why iVideo] “I started using videos in my classes in 2012, with a focus on iVideo 
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Professional 
learning and 
teaching 
 
 
video 
pedagogical 
affordances 
and authentic 
learning 
 
creating and 
editing video 
as digital 
resource 
material 
 
interactive 
video 
 
learning-by-de
sign and 
shared 
meaning  

in past 5 years. I like challenges and innovation and I like the immediacy that 
videos provide in bringing the profession in the classroom, especially when I have 
to explain tailoring procedures that are hard to imagine, but easy to understand 
with videos. (...) iVideo, on top of the typical video affordances, allows me to insert 
more focused-material to accompany videos, and above all, to engage the 
students.” 
 
“ I am passionate about video technology and I am a self-taught user and editor of 

videos. However, the staff from SFIVET helped me understand iVideo and the 

pedagogical affordances of it.” 

 
[ pedagogical approaches] “(...) “The modality of learning-by-design is my 
favourite. I think it’s crucial in helping students understand what are the learning 
goals, and all of this while giving tech competencies that will be useful in the long 
run. The teacher work as a facilitator in the process, and his/her role is active. 
The use of video in the classroom enhances collaboration, both among students 

and teachers. Learning-by-design, creation of a shared meaning.” 

 
(...) “But being able to visualize, analyse and reflect on owns errors, humanizes the 

teaching and learning activity. 

The video recorded material is very versatile and can be used and reused in a 

variety of pedagogical scenarios. I use video based on how I know my students, 

their strengths/weaknesses, and learning goals. And in these scenarios, recorded 

role-play is very effective.” 

 

[ problems and needs] “Teachers are however, more resistant than students when 

it comes to recording their own activity and reflect on it.”  

“Teachers proves to be more resistant than students in the use of video, and that 

is due to vulnerability derived from being filmed, the idea that they have to be 

digital experts, and to think that video making is time-consuming. Fortunately, 

iVideo allows you to keep your videos private or sharable with a selected group of 

people, and that is making teachers less shy when it comes to choosing video in 

their classes.” (...)  

How to supporting more collaboration among students and teachers? [by the] (...) 

development of technological and digital skills in students and teachers.” 

 
 

Company/ 
Interviewees  
E5 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

SFIVET 2/ 
iVideo 

VET 
 
 
Active 
Learning 
 
 
authentic 
learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(MC)  
[ Why iVideo] “I started using video segments in the field of psychiatric nurse 
courses ten years ago, which corresponds to when I started in the VET system. The 
issue started when I realized that video alone was not enough anymore. This is 
when I was introduced to the iVideo software. You cannot bring the profession in 
the classroom, but can bring a video with extra material in the classroom, to 
integrate it in a variety of tools that encompass a didactic scenario.” 
[What are you looking for] “The concept of active learning, opposed to the 
top-bottom teaching, found in the use of video the perfect environment.” 
 
[ What kind of training you got?]  “Alberto’s iVideo training. use of camera, mics, 
and pedagogical design and how to assess the learning gains with iVideo. Students 
learning gains reflect the teacher’s work, so there is a constant monitoring of the 
teaching activity as well.” 
 
[What kind of pedagogical work can you do with your students?] “The first didactic 
affordance/activity I can think of is the one collaborative learning: you have a 
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Collaborative 
learning 
 
group learning 
and practices 
 
Video 
recorded 
simulation 

variety of degrees of complexity. you can start with one question and this will 
unfold into having students to create a video from scratch, while having, as an 
instructor, complete control over it. And this is active learning. Collaboration in my 
discipline is crucial: nurses will work in teams once in the workplace, and the group 
activity you do with the peers and instruction, paves the way for that” 
And the video material is here to stay, and it’s a cost-effective activity, time-wise. 
(...)   Ivideo use also enhance technological literacy both top students and to the 
instructors that use it. Video recorded simulation with an actor of authentic 
psychiatric scenario in the workplace.” 
 
[ technology development in terms of supporting more collaboration ] 

] Use of tutorials to make instructors more independent, in case they forget what 

was taught during the seminar in presence. However, tutorials are not enough, 

without passion and personal interest towards these tools 

 
 
 
 
 

Company/Inte
rviewees  
E6 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

SFIVET 3/ 
iVideo 

VET 
Professional 
learning 
 
 
creating videos 
 
Collaborative 
learning 
 
 

(RCF) 
 
[why iVideo] “I needed to diversify the lecture hours, sometimes 3 hours straight. 
needed to motivate the students to stay focused and engaged.” 
[experiences]”  I made videos with iVideo in the past have been using them up until 
today, because they are still meaningful. And through the iVideo platform I have 
used videos made by other professionals to support my teaching.” 
 
[How do you learn?]  
“I was trained at SFIVET last years as an intro to the use of iVideo usage.” 
 
[pedagogical work can you do with your students]” It has been extremely useful for 
my students to employ videos made by their peers and classmates. I often use 
iVideo to create simulations of authentic professional scenario, where I provide a 
script to an actor and where the students have to act naturally, as they would on 
the workplace.” 
 
[pedagogical gaps]” I would personally need to practice more on making the videos 
interactive and provide videos with that added value that makes learning engaging 
for my students. The only issue we have, is logistic by nature: I don’t have the right 
informatics support, not a big enough classroom nor Wi-Fi access.” 
 
[ Does video technology you have used enhance collaboration] Definitely. I find 
extremely useful when the students are in charge of the process of creating a video 
from scratch, collaboratively, in small groups settings. In this context the learning 
gains are remarkable. I had experience of students working on their own videos at 
home, during their free time, and that speaks volume about the motivation that 
such tool elicits.” 
“Instructors belonging to the old school way of teaching are not interested in using 
video technologies in their classes, and they seems to be scared of  ed. tech, even 
though they use  movies and segments of videos, but are not open to create digital 
material. They should have their own students create videos and use iVideo”. 
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Company/Int
erviewees  
E7 

Concepts Selected material related to using video technologies and company’s technology 

Bloco 
Gráfico/ 
UEVORA 

 Rui Lima 
[previous experiences] 
 
I started using video and creating / editing with Movie Maker to do tutorials for my 
students. 
 
training you got “I am self-taught and I have learned a lot for myself and with the 
support of YouTube tutorials.” 
[using video in education] ” Initially it was to transmit knowledge and contents. 
Currently, the goal is to get students to create videos for each other, as the final 
product of their projects. I use Movie Maker and VLC. When I want to do specific 
things, like Chroma key, I use OpenShot. 
(...) “Learning is no longer on the video itself and began to be a process of 
knowledge construction.” 
 
[ pedagogical work can you do with your students]  
 
The use of video comes embedded in the methodology of project work. 
In our school we work hard on project management. Every month a project that 
may involve several disciplines appears. The end product of this project often 
involves video production. 
In the contest "Tell us a story!" (Story contest in audio or video format promoted 
by the Ministry of Education), which culminates in the creation of a video that tells 
a story, students develop the so-called soft skills. This participation in the contest 
lasts 1 month and goes from the writing of the script, creation of the characters, 
creative writing of the text, among other aspects to consider. In this process 
students are encouraged to work collaboratively. At the same time, it is important 
to make the connections between soft skills, which students are developing, and 
the contents contained in the curriculum. 
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Appendix B 
 

Companies survey  

Your expectations towards the ViSuAl project. 

a. What are the general expectations you have on the ViSuAl project? 

b. What practical outcomes or benefits would you like to achieve in this 

project? 

2. Your relationship with your lead-users. 

a. Do you already adopt user-led development in improving your 

technology products or services? How do you generally do that? 

b. More generally, considering the communities of users around your 

products/services, do you usually have the possibility of learning from 

your lead-users and their ways and experiences on using your products? 

How? 

c. Is there any topic/specific question you would like to see investigated 

when interviewing your lead-users? 

3. Your lead users and their role within ViSuAl. 

With your support, the ViSuAl project researchers will interview some of your company 

“lead-users". 

a. Has your company already conducted case studies on its lead-users? 

b. If yes, can you put these cases at the project disposal for analysis? 

c. In both cases, can you put the ViSuAl community in touch with 5 

lead-users of yours, so that we can interview them? 

d. With respect to the aims of the project and considering your answers to 

the previous questions? 

e. To do that, please provide us the following information, per each user: 

i. Name and details (name, surname, affiliation, target group,… [to 

be better specified]); 

ii. Availability concerning the organization of the interview 

(face-to-face or by using online video); 
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iii. Preference for the language in which we can contact them and 

conduct the interview (English or their mother tongue); 

f. When contacting them, please also: 

i. Use the attached flyer [to be prepared] to illustrate the main aim 

of the project/interview; 

ii. Anticipate that the interview will last about 30 minutes; 

iii. Anticipate that somebody from the ViSuAl team will contact 

them in the next days [to be better specified] to organize the 

interview.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


